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INTRODUCTION
Is this a spontaneous event or is it systematically

preplanned beyond the personal level where
each connection is historically relevant? “We
take up the jargon and notice that without the

document our hands are free. ”* The audio/vi-

sual arts are very interrelated and I would like to

emphasize that Unsound is not totally an audio

oriented publication — we are very interested in

expanding those boundaries; this point should

be concentrated upon. We would like to

encourage the further development of contacts

and networking, because it is a simple expan-

sion of the creative process. The support and

input has been growing and we thank all the

readers, contributors, advertisers, and distribu-

tors.
‘ ‘Probably one of the overriding features of

our age — the end of a century, the end and the

beginning of a millenium — is our fixation on

catastrophe, holocaust, and threats both physi-

cal and psychological. "* WD
• from Untilled text by Clifford Hunt, #1 — Unsound
• from Terrible Rain by Will Trophy, #3 — Unsound wjwiim

,h. ttfi&rn
the scorcneo ooafes mit Went screams

mummified viscera
victims of state-surgery-control

SOI can hear the darkness
pound inside me

DANCE, DANCE TO
impossible images, impossible

dreams, the horror threatens
to wake us alive, TO GROW

LIKE cities wHoSe IlmBs threaten to
e x p I o d c

in the night, the darkness
of History descends upon us, making us

forget we are human
the animal prowl is our djneestep

the celebration of unspeakable ceremonies
meetings el animals in the dark

Ota cry OF wolves
the HOWL of the FUTURE

JVMP OVTgXtf&rfgASHING,
the screech of tribal

rhythms threaten to dismember us
suck usfrom the past into
the MoWhirl ofour se/Vses

of tbe dAnCe
the nowhere
ofour bodies
exploding
in htstory





REMKO SCIIA: Whal I usually tel! people who have never

heard my musk is that I don't tell them what it sounds

like, but I do tell them how it's mode. 1 talk about the

process, explaining what comes out of these mechanical
set-ups. It’s more complicated than one might think.

UNSOUND: Could you explain the process?

RM: I use strings and simple mechanical devices that play

the strings, for example, a rope mov ing across a string and

the rope hits the string with a certain rhythm. If you think

about this in a simple-minded way you would think that it

is really boring, because it would bo basically the some
chord all the time. You do get the drone of the basic, but

that becomes a background thing. Also you get these

completely spontaneous melodies on top of the drone, and

you got a rhythmic variable because the motor does not

run regularly. You have these changes where the rhythms

can become very complicated, and suddenly It all can

change and the rope goes into a different mode of

vibration.

US: How many guitars do you use?

RM : It varies, on the record I havejust two guitars and live

I usually have five or six.

US: What is your relationship with Glenn Branca?
(Remko’ LP is on Branca' "Neutral Records”!
RM. 1 have known him for a long time. 1 organized shows
for him in Holland when he was playing with The Static.

US: Did you influence him at all?

RM: 1 think so, in a sense it was parallel, although at the

moment when ho was doing The Static it was different, he

was doing vocals with the guitar playing, and he was also









a self explanation
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Unfinished

T.M. Unfinished-bass:

I think EPP ought to say

The tragic untimely death ofTodd really hit me hard. I would say that we had
a close spiritual bond. When Todd died a part of me died. Due to his

malignant hand tumor his death wasn't unexpected, what was unexpected
was the mode of his death. He didn’t die a slow painful death as wc had

expected him to. Instead reality pitched a fatal blow at the promising young
bassist when the military personnel carrier smashed his VW "glitter bug”
into little bits. This event has caused me to re-examine my life and my goals in

terms of the fleeting spark that life really is. This is beautifully summed up in

the immortal words of Kansas, "All we are is dust in the wind." I’ve decided
that in everything I do I should do it to make it last, not just for my pleasure.

So I’ve turned from my mindless fleeting usual ways to more et herial (sic)

musical forms. I’ve hired the likes of Brian Eno, Robert Fripp, Tony Banks.
Bill Bruford and Nikki Sixx to help me with my progressive "ART" rock band
the Mahavishnu Arm McLaughlin project (or MAMP) and will soon be touring
with my father John McLaughlin. Thank you very much for your patience, I

love you all
!

peace and tranquility

humor. Looks aren't that important to me." It looks like Stephen Tuzhynski
has quite a future ahead of him. Best of luck Stephen! (Future Plans: Stephen
is going to do a solo project called "The Stephen Tuzhynski Band gets lottsa

(sic) girls.”)

"Exactly where is it I am trying to go?”
-ST. 1/30/84

Taylia Christian, despite repeated attempts, was on vacation in California,

10 getting herself a nice tan and ire of her fellow band members.



Dr. Popper Ejcs, 6/80

Mahnvishnu Arm McLaughlin — guitar, vocals

Jo Ann Sroitty - load vocal*. aho saxophone

T.M. Unfinished - bass, rat distortion

Stephen Tuxhynski - guitar, backing vocals

Taylia Christian — drums

Jo ann Smitty “A Final Statement" 1.30.84

1. Epp. when at its most extreme, equals sickness. Livo, all the horrors go away.

2. The resultsarewhatcounts, iho process wasancillary. Lydia Lunch did whatever she wanted and called

it rock 'n roll, wodid rock ‘n roll and people called it everything ("punk", "art”, “hardcore", "jaxz")but
rock and roll. Our vast eclecticism led to our breakup but al»> to our success.

3. All encompassing; 5 separate people 12girls, 3 boys) there wnsnoorgank unity, aswe were allourselves
more than ugroup. Satire, humor, violence, total sound, and sheer volume were our main aspects. Whatl
think bothered people most is that wc wore never just one thing...

4. Enjoy our new found freedom, sound has been concentrated (2.3.84) and is now free to all. Anyone can

use any aspect of it that they choose, thus ourjob is finished. II would like to say thanks to Laura (always)

and Dubby)..

.

*‘lhe rest I leave to your conscience.” Peter Wick (80)1

A complete EPP discography (in this 'reality’)

Records:

Of course I'm happy, why?, (Pravda) 6/82
"Out of Control" on Seattle Syndrome II, (Engram) 1/83

"Jaded" on Mighty Feeble. (New Alliance) '83

T*e~i

"Mohawk Man”. "Talks to Youngsters" on Volume One,
(Pravda) 6/82

"Spooky". "Genocide" on The Public Doesn't Exist,

(Dog) 9/82
"Strong Arms of the Law”, "Smile" on What Syndrome?,

(Dues Ex Machina) 2/83

"Intellectual Fool", “Jaded”. "Mohawk Man" (live) on
First Strike. (BTC) 11/83

Live as all get out!, (26 song live cassette), (Dog/DEM)
12/83

Show.:.

EPP played 18 shows between 1981 and 1984 (2 in '81, 7 in

Mr. EPP complete discography: Alternate

Reality

EPP
P.O. Box 9609
Seattle, Washington,
98109 USA





PUBLIC ARTS INTERNATIONAL

by CIRCLE ARTS / WEST
1350 Florida St.

San Francisco

California 94110

What’s an Artist to do????? Say you’re a creative person. You draw or play music or
write or make films or dance. Where can you go to present your work on a regular basis,

to share it with others, to get feedback and experience? The danger in this

all-too-professional culture of ours is to "do it right” — go to school, get accreditation,

get a job in your field, and relinquish, even forget, the reasons the feelings why you
started to create in the first place. The best art is a statement of the times, and that
means NOW! Why wait when the spirit is moving?

Herein lies some solution — activities, opportunities and resources for your everyday
creative-type person.

This column is presented by CIRCLE ARTS, INC. — a non-profit Public-Arts resource
organization — and is dependent upon your input. Send your comments and information
to CIRCLE ARTS / WEST.

MUSIC: FRIDAY NIGHT MUSIC (bos 60606, Palo Alto, CA 94306-0606, 415/493-1269)

holds regular evenings of spontaneity in which musicians, recording engineers, dancers,

and videographers get together to create spontaneously and walk out with a C-60 tape

and a video. These are ongoing events from a non-profit organization. There is a radio

show called the "HOME TAPER’’ (c/o Joe Schmidt, WMUH-FM, Box 10-B,

Muhlenberg College, Allentown, PA (18104) that
’

‘consists entirely of independently and
privately produced cassettes. We get tapes from listeners, air these, and make copies

which we then exchange for tapes by other Home Tapers, as well as with independent
tape labels and radio stations. All exchange tapes also get airplay. We now have about 50
exchange contacts worldwide."
RALPH RECORDS (415/546-0881) in San Francisco started an "interactive computer

bulletin board” available internationally on February 1.

“NO OTHER RADIO” (1640 18th St., Oakland, CA 94607) is just that, aired over
KPFA-FM in the Bay Area: they will play your tape. GORDON FORSTER (118 River
Road, North Arlington, NJ 07032) is putting an independently produced tape compilation
together and wants your tape.

A new alternative music magazine is rising — NO COMMERICAL POTENTIAL (Box
3531, Omaha, ME 68103)."OPEN SYSTEMS PROJECT" (c/o A. Croibien, 11, Rue de
l’Ecole, 4.051 Strivay, Belgium) is published every two months in Belgium and is "totally

self-produced and self-financed, devoted to non-conventional music" and is seeking
submissions and communication.
HEAD PRODUCTIONS (c/o Garry Estep, 904'/* E. Broad St., Columbus. OH 43205) is

forming a collective of electronic artists.

"L’HEURE EXQUISE de RADIO 21" (c/o Jean-Louis Sbille, 50. rue de Pascale 1040
Brussels, Belgium) is a French-speaking, late-night radio show and will play and review ,

records, cassettes and new activities. 13



FILM/VIDEO: CENTER FOR NEW TELEVISION (11 E. Hubbard St., Chicago, IL 60611)

offers grant assistance and organization for video artists and filmmakers. VIDEO
NETWORKS (c/o Bay Area Video Coalition, 1111 17th St., San Francisco, CA 94107) is a

national monthly on independent video for $10 a year.

STORM VIDEO GROUP (Box 1761, Dearborn, MI 48121) is a Detroit-area multimedia

collective producing a music TV show for Group W Cable and they offer contacts for

bookings and airplay. FILM & VIDEO TRAVEL SHEET (Carnegie Institute, Section of

Film & Video, Museum of Art, 4400 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15213) is an access

periodical for independent Film & Video makers. VIDEOSWAPPER (Box 309, Fraser, MI
48026) is a video equipment and information magazine. INDEPENDENT (625 Broadway,
9th FI., NYC 10012) is a magazine of independent video. The cheapest video studios in

New York City are YOUNG FILMMAKERS/VIDEO ARTS (4 Rivington St., NYC 10002).

BROADCASTING (c/o Panaxis, Box 130, Paradise, CA 95969) is the book to show how
to start your own cable station, FCC licenses, etc. RICHARD L. VEGA & ASSOCIATES
(Box 191, Pasadena, MD 21122) offers help with low-power TV station filing.

IN PRINT: FIRE IN THE LAKE (533 B. Clayton St., San Francisco, CA 94117) is a newly
forming publication that is concerned with "political art as a prelude to action

awareness of how people can act in their personal lives this could include anything

and everything that might inspire change on any level." They are seeking contributions

of any sort.

POSTART MIX (217 Erie Avenue, Quakertown, PA 18951) "xerox your art and mail it

— a mail art exchange, we will exchange our art for yours."
JACK ROSENBERGER (2310-C Dwight Way, Berkeley, CA 94704) is compiling a book

of interesting and unusual rock ’n roll experiences.
DISCOUNT ILLUSIONARY GUIDE (c/o A. de la Pena, 605 Lyon #7, San Francisco, CA

94103) is seeking submissions. ARTIST BOOK RESIDENCY (c/o Nexus Press, 608 Ralph
McGill Blvd. NE, Atlanta, GA 30312) is seeking proposals for the 1984 edition of
‘

'creative uses of the offset printing medium to produce original art on the press. The
term ‘book’ should be interpreted in the broadest sense." The winning artists will

receive an honorarium, materials fee, press time, a facility, air fare, a per diem and
royalties. ME MAGAZINE (Box 182, Bowdoinham, ME 04008) is a mail art magazine.
ISLE OF BUNK (C/o Craig Snyder, 127 Sea Island Terrace, Boca Raton, FL 33431) is a
poetry fanzine. MODERN CULTURE MAILING LISTS (Box 134 Harvard Square,

Cambridge, MA 02238-0134) is a best source of addresses in bulk on new topics such as
artists’ books, technology of artists, photo, computers, video and periodicals.

ART & PHOTO: PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA (2005 Walnut, Philadel-

phia, PA 19103) is the largest amateur photographic organization.
THE NEW PICTORIAL SOCIETY (7155 Rivol Rd., Canoga Park, CA 91307) is another

amateur photo club. ARTISTS’ & CRITICS' FORUM (box 1885 Grand Central Station,

New York City, NY 10163) is a well-distributed letter of and about fine art in New York
City galleries. They are also looking for contributions to be published. PRINTED
MATTER (7 Lispenard St., New York City, NY 10013) is to be the best store and
mail-order house for artists’ books. UMBRELLA (c/o Judith A. Hoffberg, Box 3692,
Glendale, CA 91201) is a comprehensive bi-monthly newsletter on mail art and book art

in the international scene, complete with information and activities.

PERFORMANCE & MULTI MEDIA: MEDICINE BALL STUDIOS (c/o John Gruntfest,
415/535-2412, Oakland, CA) is producing regular evenings of "ritual cycles based on the
moon, a place where people can come and generate energy through music, poetry,
dance, art and free being. Expect the Unexpected.” Location moves around the San
Francisco Bay Area, call for information.

PERFORMANCE PARTIES (c/o CIRCLE ARTS. INC., 1492 E. 17th St., Brooklyn, NY
11230) are weekly events in which "anyone can perform anything for 10 minutes or less"
in New York City. Also, CIRCLE ARTS is seeking people who would like to start

PERFORMANCE PARTIES in their own communities.
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LIVE REVIEWS
Eschewing conventional instru-

ments in favor of actual industrial

tools, the four-man group appeared

Tuesday at the On Broadway and
made the place look, smell and

sound like a foundry.

San Sranristo ©jronidf

NON/E1NSTURZENDE NEUBAUTEN/MARCH SIX, 1984/ at the On Broadway, San

Francisco, USA (also on bill were Rhythm and Noise/Mark Pauline)

The On Broadway became a modem Cafe Voltaire as Einstureer.de Neubautcn, Mark

NonVpcrformancc' was very non-eventful . he and Alexof E.N. did aduo: Boyd (Non) lay-

on atable with aconcrete block on hisstomach and Alex put bricks on top of the block, and

then brokethe brickswith a sledgehammer . A microphone was placed in front ofthe action

and supposedlythis microphone wastreated with a delay, but because II think) oftechnical

German Nonmusicantiavantgarde POPS out

Finally they made it across the ocean to pour on American

stages their sweat resulting from performing their

powertool obsessed prophecy of the end of all established

musical forms. It was almost confusing how smooth they

carried that through. The fact they didn't actually drill the

floor of the On Broadway does not necessarily mean
though, that the serious but just mildly shocking

selfdisplays of n Genesis P. Orridge are scrying that image

NKl'BAUTEN are as professionals routined enough t«

without any TOO blatantly selfserving heroics. After a

years in the (definitely) busy biz they cannot deny ha-

devcloped a certain precise efficiency as far as si;

presence goes. And they even manage to do this will

becoming victims of their own routine. While knov

their turf (or better, concrete) they are still look

concentrating on each other pounding-out their st



public once again seemed to bo hungry and willing to

salute these hardly "obscure'’ gems of subcultural trend-

setting. Under the effort of the ReScaich-activists the

whole show was set up to embrace the poprevolutionaries

in a frame of cxpori-mental (and experi-mentyl local

anti-ait heroes; n frame they, "K.N.", fortunately stuck

out of inspite of their still growing list of NME*. etc.,

references. (Who said Son Francisco Chronicle?) Keeping

up with their promises, but also not exceeding them, they

created a comfortable atmosphere with a (still) fresh

approach towards (still) traditional entertainment — an

approach from a different angle with different tools — but

undeniably following conventional patterns. A semi-subtle

form of — entertainment.... (The key to this muddy, so

un-ideal reality can be found in the fact that in our society

not only the professionally creative person/artist himself

is subjected to common consciousforming images which he

could break out of by simply rearranging his under-

standing and conceptions — no, in Order not to be

completely misunderstood or unappreciated, and by this

unsuccessful, he has to take into account the other aide of

the coin (!) — the consumer, potential buyer, or the more
sophisticated, the advanced, analytically observing critic

— and all not unaffected by commonsense - opinions,

morals in all variations, trends, etc....) While this is a

serious matter, EINSTUKEENDE NEUBAUTEN’s part in

the game can be felt as one of enjoyable consequence...

Supposed you accept tolerantly that even (an anti-) singer

like BUXA BARGELD (not accidently meaning 'cash'

translated in English) whose confidence ns a popstar is
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bizarre
BAZAAR

0 5634 COLLEGE AVE
9 OAKLAND. CA 94618

NEXT TO ROCKRIDGE BART



Contromplelities art

The particulars of the lives of Beuys can be found

in countless documents . The application is best

served not by repetition of his selfsame rituals

,

but by considering the elevation of the artist into

a sensitively tuned species , a theatre contrasting

the ordinary mechanics of human behavior. Contin-

uous effort in being, will § knowledge result in an

eventual wealth of capacity. The apotheosis is not

the world as we suspect it now, but a landscape

motivated by understanding.

£ JOSEPH BEUYS,

w the day

m auuifdlfineff



Somed
Materializing on a mongrel tuidra,
the frozen bod/ of stagleader Beuys
wrapped in fat 5 felt. 8 days in a

coma, he ray have died, or acquired
demiurgic essence. A life crises,
a depleted body in plane crash
wreckage, transformed in the course
of 30 years into a benevolent cos-
irogony.

Easily, his living after "dying"
takes on sculptural form, his will
automatically detached from bodily
restraint. Or sone years later
having to fend with coyote pacing
madly locked in a gallery rolled
tp in a rug. From riding an edge
near death the tone 5 tintorc of
ritual man is by exclusion decided.

Each step saves life or renevea
death. Constantly reminded of death,
emptiness 5 action take on anti-
quated force. There is an ex-
panding chromaticism 5 a species
preparing to change.

Intandinee
College of Incwrtals said to ascribe to
forgotten particulars. Joseph Beuys, the
day Gurdjieff died...in plaincoat washed

£ ragged 6 following no overhead doctrine.
Ritual society corresponds to transmitins
chcnica! habits into a progressively clearing
being. All participation within the prac-
tice of setaphrailing culture syreolircs
regeneration, concept . action, object.
learning in proportion to the inevitable
i*ysicrics....Free International University

schools of rceerfcenng.



OPPOSITIONAL POP

m3, sometimes shared, sometimes not anti-music tendencies, to use the

oration and pursuit of creativity, to be the spectacle, as a compensation for

e is rarely a collective equality for band members to be working together,

her’s i9 Y and the 1st person manifests power relations by parasitizing the

for the lst’s need of, for example, utilizing music subversively. This occurs

: a proliferation of typical power relations within Capital...



r~Thefans

.starving to be something

'If YOU don'i hang around the club and

»end money, joj don’t get booled on any good

i*j August 23. '81 show. ros-hu."

i tho*>gh there wasn't anyone get to * "uriber of time*."

tffTjj1§ yA 1 want to be a &

k *7 jM toaster-oven 5
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i and also run their "operation" from.

AS: On M.S. and Moffo unlike many On-U records. 1 am
working with an artist with positive ideas and vibes — also

for artist identity standing out check Annie’s L.P. "Soul

Possession", London Underground or Sharon Nelson
records. Mark's are particularly extreme and live, are

frightening. We do live shows usually 3 months each year.

US: Do you think that traditional instrumentation is

necessary for your sound?
AS: Anything can work. 1 particularly enjoy making things

work together that seemingly would not or should not work

together.

US: In your opinion is there a quality difference between

producers or is the difference merely a stylistic one?
AS: Most are aiming to get a sound that will be accepted
for the radio - and will give a hit to them. The passe

dreams and shallow hopes for themselves to be rich results

in 99 times out of 100 in unplayable crap.

US: Do you see a stagnation in the popular sound of

toasters and DJ’s in the "Sound System" circuit?

AS: Only possibly a lack of colourful characters with the

wit and sharpness of artists like Pari and Big Youth.

US: Why did you choose not to be an independent record

company as Crass did?

AS: Whut do you mean? We are probably the only fully

independent in London. W'c do everything regarding the

preparation and making of our records with the exception

of actually pressing them.
US: Could you elaborate on why On-U Sound appears on

so many different labels (99 records, ROIR, Cherry Red,
Rough Trade... I?

AS: At times of financial pressure we seek help in putting

out recordings. Three years ago I signed a ’deal’ to give

Cherry Rid six L.P. s - 99 and ROIR was to promote U.S.

release On-U Sound — Rough Trade is just our distributor.

US: What is the advantage or reasoning behind using

aliases in production or recording of music?

AS: It is an attempt to make our "front" which I am aware

is very faceless appear a little more colourful.

US: What is your opinion of the products of Industrial

records, Einsturzende Neubautcn. SPK and the like?

AS: Some 1 think is good. Let’s just soy interesting. That’s



1 1 1 tf,*,'J>.Ml\U\U
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US: What is vour connection to martini arts and have do around rtnvinir rime

Yourself' by Akabu. from Marlcsdcn - London). Having
been there I reckon it’s by far a safer place to live than in

Iondon. Try walking around a football ground at about
4:30 PM on a Saturday - or in the vicinity of the pub9

our plans for the near future?
ich as possible, better than ever. Also we
ve again and arc going to be doing around
ii Japun and Europe IHolland/Germunyl

they want us to pay our own fares. When a proper tour is
offered where our expenses arc covered 1 will bring a show
that will blow people out of their drug induced stupors and
that is a threat.

US: Do you have any advice for young producers and
musicians?

AS: Don’t pay any attention to an engineer. Kcmcmber
you're playing directly or indirectly for the studio bill and
don’t listen to any On-U Sound records because they
aren’t produced properly. Know what I mean? g/

M§m
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Moamo Zoogz Rift

has been doing free-form

music since before you bought your first

John record. You probably don’t care and
never will. This is why Zoogz Rift hates you.

Here is a man who plays odd, abrasive,

polyrhythmic music attempting to get re-

leased by any label willing to take on his

music and his almost infuriatingly stubborn
sense of musical and artistic integrity. Zoogz
has found out what he probably knew all

along: record companies don’t give a shit

about daring experimentalism: they only

care to market the "product”. Moamo
Zoogz Rift is being boycotted by the music
industry. On first listen, your average
shallow consumer would probably liken Rifts

sound to Zappa or Beefheart, and Rift

happily acknowledges their influence, al-

though Zoogz Rift (and his band, the

“Amazing Shitheads”) have a cynicism and
a bite which makes any influence unneces-
sary to mention. Song titles include, "Kiss
My Bleeding Dork," "Spaghetti and Meat-
ball Brain", "Buffy and Jody" all of
which have startling and disturbing lyrics

sung in a sarcastic, and frantic story telling

voice. He has many tapes out and even an
old obscure record put out under the name
"Micro Mastadons”, which Rift now dis-

misses as "candy ass shit". For personal

correspondence or a catalogue of tapes

Moamo Zoogz Rift

c/o Snout Records
j *j_r

19119 Victory Blvd. #16 Zjmi /
Reseda, CA 91335 USA

32 SNOUT



(Talk moves to Zoogz’ childhood as an artist!

MZR: When I was in the third grade I used to draw
pictures all the time, like Flinstones type cartoons.

JK: And that damn tv show Stole it from you.

MZR: Yeah right. Hanna-Barbara are such hanks. 1 hate

those shows. Anyway, my parents would encourage me to

do cartoons as a kid, and I’d go to school and my teachers
would always encourage me and they’d say, "this kid is

groat, keep doing it". So year after year I kept drawing
and painting and I was always encouraged. Keep doing it.

So when I was in the Eighth grade I was doodling on the

cover of a notebook that I had. with a ball point pen, I just

kept drawing all this crap all over it. Paisley garbage,
etc... Anyway, my art teacher walked by while I was
working on something else and said. "Wow. this is really

interesting." There was some sort of art contest bullshit

going on and she had me enter my notebook into the
contest. Well y'know that wasn't my original goal. So 1

tore the cover off the notebook and entered it and it won
the first prize, so, more encouragement. "Damn this kid is

good, you could be a great commercial artist some day,"
and I'm goin’ "yeah, yeah." So all through high school 1

kept painting. More encouragement. I started winning
awards and 1 began to believo them All through my
childhood I was encouraged to be creative, to paint, to

draw, to ploy guitar. This kid is going to grow up to be a
performer. To make a long story short, here I am 30 years
old, I’m a performer, that's what I do.
MK: It's really interesting that you were encouraged to do
art. because with us, we did a performance thing a: a high
school that Brad was going to. and instead of encouraging
us they shut off the sound system.
MZR: Maybe you're belter off now because cow when you
go out into the world you'll become an accountant* or
something. You'll be able to stay in Eneino very nice area
in California where Matt and Jeff reside whh family!,

instead of having to find n room in Pacoima Hispanic
ghetto) or something. Now that I'm 30 years old I think

bock on the whole thing and think, why didn't they insist

that I become a doctor"? Now. because of all the encourage-
ment I stick to what 1 believe in and I'm considered to be
irresponsible. ||

i
irrpoungfigure.

Moamo Zoogz Rift by Brad Lancr,
eff Karlsen

MZR: One cun lay down a half i

one on top of the other and ha\
taneously. and theoretically in t!

match up. But. because of the
that 'rock' artists are confined
l*»ly-rhythms by their very natut

MK: Is the purpose of Snout w v..*..*,

MZR: No. the purpose of Snout Records, pure a
is a means in which I can release my music con
Nobody in their right minds or their wrong
release what 1 do.

HI: Why?
MZR: Well, because 1 don’t go to parties. I

drugs. I don't drink, and I don’t kiss ass. I tell

exactly what I think of them. People that 1 like k
like them, and people that 1 can't stand know I c
them. Unfortunately record executives, A&K
lers, club owners, club bookers, all of these pe
that they fit into the category, uh. where I don

in rhythmic meters,
m all played simul-

ig run. they will all

ine time limitations

would appear that
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HUNTING LODGE ANSWERS MAIL

M: What is 'de omnibus dubitandum'?

HL: It supposedly means, all is to be doubted.

M: Why was ‘Music for the Wolf Hour
1

etched into the

album?
HL: ‘The Wolf Hour’ is a Scandinavian term for that time

of night when all of your fears come rushing in at you... it

seemed as though that album would make good back-

ground music for lato night panic attacks.

M: Why was the album entitled ‘WILL'?

HL: Most of the titles for songs during that time came
from phrases that kept popping up in conversations

between the two of us; Nietzsche. Crowley, and the

legendary G. Gordon Liddy were being read at the lime of

the recording for that lp. so WILL just couldn't be avoided.

M: What music by other people do you listen to?

HL: Between the two of us; Jenny Burton, Tesco Vec.

percussive 'ethnic' musics. Motown. John Wright. Fash-

ion Show Music, among others.

M; What arc your feelings on religion?

HL: The only religion that we have a first hand knowledge

of is Christian. It seems as though a lot of people need the

security that comes from knowing some cold hard facts on

some very abstract questions — what happens when you
- whv nm 1 here, is anybody out there, etc. Any good

religion will tell you the answers to all of these pressing

questions so you won’t stay up all night worrying about

them — helps people get up for work on time.

M: Who is John Wright?

HL: A latter day Bob Dylan with the cynical wit of a

political renegade is the way he was describcdkin Sounds

magazine. I think he’s a good antidote for the types of

music that are popular today.

M: Do you have a manifesto, or a statement of purpose to

HL: No. I’m afraid not — although wo ore trying to got

one... people love to rally around a good cause. Wc have

considered the themes. ‘War is unhealthy for children and

small animals' and ‘Life is shit, and then you die' (this one

was on a bathroom wall — in a library), although wc
haven't found one that is os idealistic as a good manifesto

should be.

M: What do you know tho answers to?

HL: I'm afraid that you’re going to seek out your answers

elsewhere (you should have no trouble in finding people

who profess to know). I can safely say that I know less and

less answers every day — just keep building up more

questions.

de omnibus dubitandum



S/M Operations wa* ::
—

; - Mimu : for the purpose of publishing a small
magazine. The nam* = : - = :u= n: creators' former projects: Lon C. Diehl was
putting out a sma_ rc: o_r; Smarm l Magazine), and Richard Skott was
releasing cassettes tmcer r f

~ =— - : : Screw Machine (thus the name is read- Ess Emm
Operations, no and . Iz Miy :: -*»r the only issue of S/M Operations was released,

and the two mem: ers -;:~i together musically for the first time (the result of this

can be found on the "‘•HI i_- tie s-cng. S/M Operations). Along with another member,
Karl Nordstrom — Huni_ng Iccge clayed ‘live’ for the first time in September of ’82, at a
local Hotel hall — The »

f.~ a Ballroom. This event was recorded on a portable

cassette player, anc became :ne first release on S/M Operations — released on cassette

in an edition of 1c
' later re-issued by the West German Datenverarbeitung). The second

Hunting Lodge S M l-eratt-ms product was a promotional cassette in an edition of

under 20, entitled 21 Mnt:-? :: Murder — 23 minutes of ‘studio’ material. In January of

1983 Karl Nordstr .m ler. Hunting Lodge, and the remaining members began recording

for their first album In March. Datenverarbeitung released a cassette which featured
practice sessions and all of 23 Minutes of Murder, which was entitled ‘Exhumed’. The
lp ‘WILL’ was releasee in May of 1983, in an edition of 500. In September, S/M
Operations staged an event with John Wright, Shame, Exposure:, and Hunting Lodge at

the Harrington Ballroom. Parts of this concert were released on a ‘live’ sampler cassette

shortly thereafter, called ‘S/M Operations’. In October S/M Operations started a mail

order service, which currently distributes a cassette from Shame, Exposure:, as well as

the available S M 0 releases. In December of ’83, S/M Operations released the Hunting
Lodge 45, ‘Night From Night’, and in April of 1984, released a cassette by John Wright
which is called John Wright and the Young Losers Welcome 1984’. Hunting Lodge is

currently recording for their second lp, slated for release early this summer.

S/M Operations releases

Hunting Lodge at the Harrington Ballroom, C60 cassette*

1IL "23 Minutes of Murder"*

HL - WILL.Ip*

S/M Operations at the Harrington Ballroom. C60*

HL - Night From Night. 46

John Wright and the Young Losers Welcome. 1984. C60

Hunting Lodge released on Dotenverurbeitung

at the Harrington Ballroom re-release*

Exhumed. 060 cassette

Hunting Lodge also appears on the following compilations:

Three Times A Day
I
Holland I . New Federalism (Aeon,

U S-). Beast 666 (Austria). Three-Minute Symphonies

(England).

37J



History teaches us that it lakes many years to establish something "new". When the car
was invented it resembled a stage coach. The first electric organ was like a piano and the
first films were filmed theatrical performances. . . The radio medium is today wrestling
with the same problems. The bulk of programs today consist of read texts or gramophone
music. — sound artist Peter Meyer
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